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Abstract—The importance of aging effects analysis in VLSI
circuits increases with nowadays fast scaling of integrated
circuits manufacturing technologies. Delays along paths in a
digital circuit are crucial parameters that define the circuit
working frequency. They degrade over time resulting in delay
faults and circuit failures. The prediction of circuit long-term
behavior is useful mechanism for ensuring a VLSI's lifetime
reliability. In particular, paths in a digital circuit that have the
largest delays are the most sensitive to gates' delay fluctuations,
and consequently aging. Delay of those paths can be obtained
using either aging sensors or through statistical analysis of
accelerated aging experiments, but such approaches can be
very difficult, time consuming and expensive for
implementation. This paper suggests a new methodology
capable to estimate the aging effect to digital circuit delays
along multiple paths, simultaneously. The proposed technique
has been developed for circuits described at a gate level, and
implemented within a standard logic simulator, which enables
aging analysis in initial phases of system design process.
Results show that proposed methodology can efficiently
estimate the long-term timing behavior of the digital circuit in
a very early design stages with a small computational effort,
helping the designer in selection of most reliable design choices.
Index Terms—accelerated aging, circuit simulation,
integrated circuit modeling, integrated circuit reliability, very
large integration.

I. INTRODUCTION
Current VLSI development does not tolerate any
unnecessary power, area and delay overheads. It requires
fast, reliable and fault tolerant design solutions, insensitive
to aging induced parameter drifts. Design solutions with
predictive behavior for the guaranteed lifetime can only be
considered.
Performances of electronic circuit usually experience
deterioration over time i.e. aging, due to certain physical
processes which are: Negative-Bias-Temperature-Instability
(NBTI) (it has a dominant influence to the speed of the
circuit), Channel-Hot-Carrier (CHC) i.e. Hot-CarrierInjection (HCI), Time-Dependent-Dielectric-Breakdown
(TDDB), and the interactions between them [1-4] etc. They
all induce significant parameters shifts that can cause
parametric or catastrophic faults in the system, which makes
a prediction of VLSI delay degradation under aging an
unavoidable task.
Due to the complexity of this task, analysis of timings’
deterioration caused by aging of the digital circuit is still not
This research is partially funded by The Ministry of Education and
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a part of standard circuit design procedures [5]. Early
estimation of the influence of components’ aging to the
timings of the events along the signal flows in the digital
system can bring benefit to the designers, since it helps in
the identification of potential future critical delay
degradations, occurring later in the exploitation. Such an
analysis could be helpful for development of design
techniques that effectively diminish aging’s negative impact
on performances, improve design predictability and
robustness, and guarantee the circuit long-term
performances. The precise changes of the delays along paths
in a circuit caused by the components’ aging could be
acquired only in the last phases of system design process. If
the speed of the aged-circuit does not satisfy the initial
timing specifications, the circuit must be redesigned [2], [4],
[6]. This strongly encourages performing an aging-aware
delay estimation analysis in the initial phases of system
design process, i.e. during the HDL description and
functional verification. This kind of design improvement is
recognized as the Design for reliability (DFR) [7].
The difficulty of the aging effects analysis for higher
design levels increases if one considers that the degree of
degradation is defined by the circuit lifetime activity and
environment conditions, which are often unknown during
the circuit design [8]. In order to establish the suggested
methodology for large digital circuits, two separate
problems need to be solved. First, one needs to adopt agingaware delay models for gates, and the second is to adopt a
timing engine capable of dealing with such gate delay
models implemented in larger digital systems.
The first problem assumes conduction of accelerated
aging experiments that relate to the particular IC
manufacturing technology, and corresponding delay
degradation measurements. Acquired data from digital
gates’ reliability and aging analysis are usually statistical in
nature and represented by statistical figures of merit.
Obtaining required statistical parameters for gate models are
subject of many studies in the field of semiconductor
physics. Modeling of aging behavior at the transistor level
could be classified as the most accurate, but then too
complex to be considered for large digital circuits [9]. Many
studies deal with the problem of speeding up this analysis,
by development of gate level aging model that can be
applied into timing analysis engines [5], [6], [10], [11]. Most
of them analyze the single or combined influence of NBTI,
HCI, TDDB aging effects on the circuit parameter
degradation in order to derive the equational form of this
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dependence. Nevertheless, applying complex equations for
gate models in timing analysis machines might not give
acceptable analysis speed up for large digital circuits [6],
[12], [13], and should be avoided.
Second problem in the DFR strategy is the choice of
digital circuit delay analysis methodology. Key tasks of any
delay or timing analysers are to check: whether the signals
timely arrive at specified outputs, are they stabile long
enough to be correctly and timely processed, is their
propagation slope correct, and finally, can the circuit run
properly for a specified speed. The simplest methodology
that can answer all above questions is the simulation.
Pspice-based simulations are widely accepted and the most
accurate tool. Nevertheless, when dealing with large digital
circuits, they are very slow and are mostly avoided. Correct
conclusions about all mentioned tasks require simulations
for all possible combinations of input vector i.e. exhaustive
simulations. This approach can again be very time
consuming and still impractical and inapplicable.
Alternative approaches are: Static Timing Analysis (STA),
Statistical Static Timing Analysis (SSTA), or some kind of
accelerated Monte-Carlo analysis (MCA).
A design and manufacturing of a single integrated circuit
is a very complex, and time and money consuming
procedure. In this industry, it simply does not pay off to
iteratively repeat procedures of design, testing and
modifying until the final – correct product is achieved. If
any of the performances such as consumption, area, speed is
not predicted well, the resulting product might not meet the
required quality criteria. If a digital system ages, delays in
its logic blocks increase. After a long exploitation time, at
some point the digital system that was manufactured as a
fault-free and fulfilling all specification, might become
unacceptably slow and violate its speed limits
The digital circuit aging degradation assessment is
already provided in the form of reliability simulator tools
within some commercial design environments such as
Cadence, Synopsys or ELDO [12]. They offer high
accuracy, but the fact that they are based on Pspice
simulators makes them time consuming and inefficient for
analysis of complex digital circuits. Because of their cost,
they are often not available to the designer. On the other
hand, an event-based logic simulators based on Verilog or
VHDL hardware description languages are very popular and
affordable in many forms. Every digital circuit design
begins with a logic simulation.
The methodology described here uses a standard VHDL
language and a VHDL simulator that initially do not support
timing or aging or power analysis. For implementing these
features, it is not necessary to develop a new, or buy an
expensive reliability simulator. Instead, with the
modifications that are suggested in this study, some of these
extremely useful features, could be supported within the
existing logic simulators. The aim in this study is to
establish a novel method that extends the usage of a
standard logic i.e. VHDL simulator. It enables quantifying
the circuit aging robustness and helps in deciding between
different realizations of some digital circuit. Results of the
proposed timing analysis are delay degradations along all
paths in a digital circuit caused by aging of the gates.
Introduction of a new step in the digital circuit design
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process, that performs delay degradation analysis and
assesses the aging robustness of a digital circuit in early
design phases is illustrated in Fig. 1.
Logic design
Architecture
Design entry
VHDL coding
Logic synthesis
(VHDL/Verilog)

Timing analysis
Aging
Power estimates
Area

Physical
implementation
Floorplanning
Place & route

Post-layout
verification
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(parasitic extraction)
Verification:timing/
power/testing
Post-layout
simulation

Figure 1. Digital circuits design procedures and aging aware timing analysis
step

This paper is structured as follows. The next section gives
details about the influence of different aging mechanisms to
the device’s timing reliability. Third section explains the
basic concept of HDL modelling and evaluation of the
timing performance degradations in one combinational
digital system with a particular attention to the influence of
components’ aging. In Section V a VHDL implementation
of the suggested methodology will be given, followed by the
results of our aging analysis applied on a set of ISCAS’89
benchmark circuits with different size and complexity.
Concluding remarks are given at the end.
II. PHYSICAL MECHANISMS OF COMPONENT DELAY
DEGRADATION CAUSED BY AGING
As mentioned earlier Negative-Bias-TemperatureInstability NBTI, Hot-Carrier-Injection (HCI), TimeDependent-Dielectric-Breakdown
(TDDB),
and
the
interactions between them are dominant aging mechanisms
that affect circuit performances over its lifetime. Aging also
varies from place to place on a chip [14].
NBTI represents the most severe aging effect in
nowadays CMOS technology. It causes the threshold
voltage drift in MOS transistors [15]. NBTI particularly
degrades inverted transistors [16]. Transistor’s stress rate
and signal probabilities define this degradation, but on the
other hand, it can also recover totally or partially. Its
dependence over time is logarithmic.
Hot-Carrier-Injection (HCI) is a phenomenon of
permanent change of the transistor switching characteristics.
Hot carriers (electrons or holes) increase their speed and
cause degradations in transistors when its conducting
condition frequently changes. It results in the increase of
the voltage needed to turn the transistor on [15]. As this
threshold voltage rises, the transistor switches slower. By
measuring the transition density (TD) it is possible to
evaluate transistor’s stress level. HCI linearly depends on
temperature, and exponentially on supply voltage, while its
time dependence is logarithmic.
TDDB is another MOSFETs aging mechanism [14] that
appears when a gate voltage creates defects in the dielectric
i.e. traps that are electrically active. If their number becomes
critical, they can create a short circuit between the gate and
the channel. This can cause an oxide breakdown, i.e. timedependent dielectric breakdown. Defects like this appear
suddenly, causing catastrophic failure of the transistor.
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The aging caused delay degradation analysis begins with
the specification of the delay degradation model for each
gate type from the gates’ library. Data necessary for
performing this step should be provided by the IC
manufacturer. Nevertheless, creation of realistic technologybased delay degradation model is not a part of this study
since it requires time consuming and complex physical and
mathematical experiments. Models used in this study are
hypothetical and sublime the aging aware delay degradation
trends of different logic gates that can be found in the latest
researches [7], [10]. Their accuracy can be improved using a
proper technology and implementation data.
Another source of delays in modern digital circuits are
interconnections i.e. wires. With the advances of IC
technologies, they even became dominant cause of delays.
Wires can also become aged when being affected by the
electromigration phenomenon. Since exploitation of a circuit
implies a current flow through metal wires, electrons that
create that flow also carry metal atoms along the wire [17].
In particular, electron winds created by high density currents
force atoms of metal to slowly migrate over time. When
atoms of metal are removed from the metal interconnects,
their resistance rises. Supply wires are particularly sensitive
to this aging effect. The resulting effect of electromigration
on metal wires are open or short circuits that create
catastrophic faults [18], [19].
On the other hand, to deal with a wires’ delay in digital
circuit analysis, a Block-based timing analysis could be
applied. It is based on the idea of progressive computation
[20], where gates and wires are modelled as a timing block.
The disadvantages of this approach during the delay and
delay degradation analysis is the fact that the number and
sizes of all wires in a digital circuit are available only after
the implementation of the entire digital circuit. This makes
the methodology hardly applicable in the first design stages
of the digital circuit design flow.
III. TIMING DEGRADATION ANALYSIS
WITH A VHDL SIMULATOR
Timing analysers are programs that can calculate signal
timings i.e. delays of a circuit that consist of primitive gates.
These tools can also compute changes in delays caused by
the finite ranges of parameter tolerances [21], [22]. STA
methods do not need simulations to evaluate timings in
digital circuit. Nevertheless, a common logic simulator such
as VHDL can also be utilized for rough but helpful early
assessment of delays in a digital system in a very efficient
way, for small amount of CPU time. In some previous
works [21], [23] it was shown that, a logic VHDL-based
simulator can be adjusted to perform a timing analysis (TA).
This requires some modifications of the simulation
mechanism and enables estimation of all delays that
propagate through the paths of the circuit structure for rising
and falling signal transitions by invoking only one run of the
VHDL simulator. The same mechanism facilitates fast
Monte-Carlo or SSTA analysis of a combinational circuit
[21], [24]. Besides, a VHDL-based simulator can also
perform power estimation for a particular stimuli sequence
of a digital circuit [25].
In this methodology the only information that signals
carry is the delay. Logic values of the signals are mostly
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irrelevant for this analysis. The simulation-based delay
estimation implies one simulation run that concurrently
propagate possible input combinations through the circuit. It
evaluates all transitions possibilities through that one run,
and does not require any kind of stimuli. To encounter a
timing degradation caused by aging within the logic gate,
the same mechanisms and signal descriptions can be used
since the delay degradation represents the same type of data
as the delay.
A. Modelling of signals and basic logic blocks
The signal (S) in a digital circuit, carries two delay
degradation values that correspond to two transitions of S:
d1 (S) – the longest path delay degradation for a rising
transition at S, and d0 (S) – the longest path delay
degradation for a falling transition at S. A composite VHDL
signal type can consist of several signal attributes, and can
satisfy this requirement.
To perform the delay degradation estimation and process
composite signals, the gate has to be modelled in two levels:
level that deals with delay degradation, and level that
triggers composite signal propagation. Also, the gate
description needs to contain process that calculates the
maximal degradation of delay for rising and falling
transitions of signal. Triggering the signal propagation in a
gate is a process that is initiated by any change of the
corresponding signal attribute. When the calculations in the
gate activate, the output signal delay degradations are
estimated using the gate’s input signal delay degradations
and the delay degradations introduced by the gate itself.
When the final gate output delay degradation is determined
(the delay degradation attribute), the triggering attribute of
the gate output signal switches in order to initiate same
activities in the following gates.
To accumulate the timing delay degradation from inputs
of a particular gate, delay degradation variables can be
combined using the following operators [22], [26]:
addition: When a delay degradation x reaches the gate’s
input and propagates through it with a delay degradation y,
the resulting output delay degradation variable z can be
calculated z = x+y.
maximation: If two delay degradations x and y reach at
inputs of one gate, a resulting maximal input delay
degradation z = max(x, y) should be calculated first, before
the delay degradation of that particular gate is added.

Figure 2. Percentual approximation of the gate delay degradation during
years of exploitation
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Figure 3. Illustration of the delay degradation evaluation using logic simulator in C17 ISCAS’89 benchmark circuit

The gate delay degradation affected by aging, should be
described in the form of a trend that depends on the gate
time of exploitation, and should incorporate the real
parameters’ changes of a particular fabrication technology
[22], obtained through the accelerated aging experiments.
Also, this trend should be able to adjust according to: the
amount of the activity i.e. switching of the particular gate,
type of transitions, gate loads and other relevant factors [22],
[23]. The logic values that are present at the gate’s terminals
as well as its logic function are considered during the delay
degradation calculation only when propagation of delay
degradations depends on them. For instance, when low-tohigh transition appears at any of input ports of a two-input
NOR gate, this event initiates the high-to-low transition at
its output. On the other hand, high-to-low transition at one
gate input terminal can initiate a low-to-high transition at the
output terminal only if another high-to-low transition had
already reached the second input terminal of that gate.
Using delay degradation data given in [3], [10], a simple
but satisfying trend approximation for the aging caused
delay degradation in logic gates (DelDeg) is constructed and
shown in Fig. 2. Delay degradation here is represented in
percentages of the initial gate delay, that changes over years
of exploitation.
B. The algorithm of fast aging caused path delay
degradation analysis
The illustration of delay degradation estimation is shown
in Fig. 3. It demonstrates the calculation of maximal delay
degradation along each circuit path. The circuit needs to be
described at the gate level. It is assumed that maximum
delay degradations of all circuit gates for both types of
signal transitions in the particular year and the conditions
of exploitation are known. In the initialization phase both
types of signal transitions are simultaneously applied to all
input terminal of the combinational digital circuit in order to
trigger delay degradation calculation processes in gates that
form the first topological level. This event changes
triggering attributes of all primary inputs’ signals to “true”.
Also, both types of transition delay degradations are
renewed (altered from the initial zero value) with the
78

propagation through each gate. When all these processes are
completed for the first topological level, the same activities
in the second topological level is initiated. The gates’ delay
degradations are dynamically accumulated along paths and
dynamically updated just like the propagation of the signal
transitions from primary inputs towards primary outputs.
The delay degradation estimation of the circuit for a
particular year of exploitation is completed when all
activations reach circuit’s primary outputs [22]. The
SET
READ

time of exploitation (in years)
maximal delays for rising and falling
signal edges for all gates
READ
circuit description
READ
package of functions, technology,
exploitation and implementation data
SET
composite signal type:
two delay degradation attributes –
representing both signal transitions
two triggering flags – for the
initialization of gate delay degradation
calculation
SET
all triggering flags to “false”
SET
all signal delay degradation attributes
to ‘0’
SET
triggering flags of input signals in
order begin the delay degradation
calculation process
UNTIL
all output signal triggering flags
become “true”
EXECUTE following calculations by passing
through circuit’s topological levels
CHOOSE the gate from the netlist that is
unprocessed
WAIT FOR
gates input signal
triggering flags to be
“true”
BEGIN
delay degradation
calculation process
SET
gates output signal delay
degradation attributes
END FOR
SET
gates output signal triggering
flags to “true”
PRINT TO FILE aging estimation results for
output signals of the circuit
Figure 4. Performing aging aware delay degradation analysis for particular
year and conditions of circuit exploitation
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information about the maximal delay degradations for every
signal paths of a particular combinational digital system
then becomes available, written in a text file.
All phases of the delay degradation estimation process are
described as a pseudo code in Fig. 4.
IV. VHDL IMPLEMENTATION
There are two important reasons that support the choice of
VHDL as the language and the simulator for implementation
of the proposed methodology. First, VHDL can work with
composite type of signals. Second, it is widely exploited in
digital systems design communities and also supported by
many commercial and non-commercial design tools. For
processing the data obtained in the analysis, Matlab or Excel
could be used and they perform equally well.
library ieee;
use ieee.std_logic_1164.all;
use work.aged_logic_pkg.all;
use ieee.std_logic_arith.all;
use IEEE.math_real.all;
entity norg_aged is
generic (
age: integer:= 5;
activity: real:= 1.0;
tpdhl: real := 0.95;
-- [nanoseconds]
tpdlh: real := 1.05);
-- [nanoseconds]
port (o1: out aged_logic := (0.0, 0.0,
false, false);
i1, i2: in aged_logic := (0.0, 0.0,
false, false));
end entity norg_aged;
architecture norg_aged of norg_aged is
begin
p1: process (i1.d0mx, i1.d1mx, i2.d0mx,
i2.d1mx, i1.arr0mx, i1.arr1mx,
i2.arr0mx, i2.arr1mx)
variable s, t, ys: real;
variable act_rate : real;
begin
act_rate := activity;
ys := real(age);
s:=act_rate*(tpdhl*0.01*(0.8606*log
(ys)/0.4343+2.0811));
t:=act_rate*(tpdlh*0.01*(0.8606*log
(ys)/0.4343+ 2.0811));
if (i1.arr1mx or i2.arr1mx) then
o1.d0mx
<= max (i1.d1mx, i2.d1mx)
+ s;
o1.arr0mx <= true;
end if;
if (i1.arr0mx and i2.arr0mx) then
o1.d1mx
<= max (i1.d0mx, i2.d0mx)
+ t;
o1.arr1mx <= true;
end if;
end process p1;
end norg_aged;
Figure 5. VHDL implementation of aging aware delay degradation model
for NOR logic gate

The VHDL implementation of the aging aware delay
degradation trend approximation, required IEEE.math_real
package. VHDL description for NOR logic gate that
supports delay degradation analysis is given in Fig. 5. The
delay degradation analysis process is implemented inside
each gate for both signal transitions. The entity description
of the NOR gate contains several generics. They are: age,
activity, delay degradation of the rising (tpdlh) or falling
(tpdhl) transitions. They all have some default value. This
value can be later modified in the circuit netlist during the
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library ieee;
use ieee.std_logic_1164.all;
use work.aged_logic_pkg.all;
use ieee.std_logic_arith.all;
use IEEE.math_real.all;
entity c17 is
port(inp:in aged_logic_vector (0 to 4);
outp:out aged_logic_vector(0 to 1));
end entity c17;
architecture gate_level of c17 is
component nandg_aged
generic (
age: integer:= 5;
activity: real:= 1.0;
tpdhl: real := 0.95;
-[nanoseconds]
tpdlh: real := 1.05);
-[nanoseconds]
port (out1: out aged_logic := (0.0,
0.0, false, false);
in1, in2: in aged_logic := (0.0, 0.0,
false, false));
end component;
-- Internal signal declarations:
signal x1: aged_logic := (0.0, 0.0, false,
false);
signal x2: aged_logic := (0.0, 0.0, false,
false);
signal x3: aged_logic := (0.0, 0.0, false,
false);
signal x6: aged_logic := (0.0, 0.0, false,
false);
signal x7: aged_logic := (0.0, 0.0, false,
false);
signal x10: aged_logic := (0.0, 0.0, false,
false);
signal x11: aged_logic := (0.0, 0.0, false,
false);
signal x16: aged_logic := (0.0, 0.0, false,
false);
signal x19: aged_logic := (0.0, 0.0, false,
false);
signal x22: aged_logic := (0.0, 0.0, false,
false);
signal x23: aged_logic := (0.0, 0.0, false,
false);
begin
-- netlist:
g1: nandg_aged
generic map ( 5, 0.5, 0.95, 1.05)
port map (x10, x1, x3);
g2: nandg_aged
generic map ( 5, 0.5, 0.95, 1.05)
port map (x11, x3, x6);
g3: nandg_aged
generic map ( 5, 0.5, 0.95, 1.05)
port map (x16, x2, x11);
g4: nandg_aged
generic map ( 5, 0.5, 0.95, 1.05)
port map (x19, x11, x7);
g5: nandg_aged
generic map ( 5, 1.0, 0.95, 1.05)
port map (x22, x10, x16); -- primary out
g6: nandg_aged
generic map ( 5, 1.0, 0.95, 1.05)
port map (x23, x16, x19); -- primary out
-- Connecting vector inp to netlist inputs:
s1 <= inp(0);
s2 <= inp(1);
s3 <= inp(2);
s6 <= inp(3);
s7 <= inp(4);
-- Connecting vector outp to netlist outputs:
outp(0) <= x22;
outp(1) <= s23;
Figure 6. VHDL netlist of the ISCAS C17 benchmark circuit,
accommodated for the aging aware delay degradation analysis

instantiation of the particular gate. Other logic gates are also
described in this way. An appropriate library containing all
79
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of them is created. It can be invoked by the netlist of the
digital circuit to be analyzed and also enables additional
modifications that increase the accuracy of calculations.
The default generic number can be updated with the
value that matches the actual conditions in the circuit,
depending on the particular circuit activity or activity trend,
temperature or temperature trend, delay degradation trend
and other long-term exploitation conditions. For this
purpose, a special program that manipulates with text
(search and replace) have been developed. In this particular
study, this program was executed on a group of ISCAS’89
benchmark circuits that have a uniform description and
enable easier modifications of the instance’s generics.
The simulation and delay degradations analysis are not
possible without a circuit netlist. Those used for logic
simulations are a good choice. A standard VHDL netlist of a
certain circuit needs only a few adjustments in order to be
used in delay degradation analysis. The netlist describing
ISCAS C17 benchmark circuit is shown in Fig. 6. The
circuit is small enough and contains only NAND logic gates
which makes it easy to understand. The entity of this gate
matches description of the NAND component in the C17
netlist. Signals connecting all gates need to have a specific
type - aged_logic, while generic mapping and port
mapping of all six logic gates must correspond to the gates’
entity as well as to real implementation in the circuit. Also,
a VHDL testbench must also be prepared. Here, each year of
the circuit exploitation requires a new instance of the circuit
netlist. All aging aware timing analysis results are written in
the text file, that can later be processed and studied.
V. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
As already mentioned, the proposed methodology was
verified on ISCAS’89 benchmark combinational circuit. For
this experiment all gates have same maximal initial delays:
tF = 0.95ns for the delay of the high-to-low signal transition,
and tR = 1.05ns for the delay of the low-to-high signal
transition. The first circuit that was analysed was C17.
Results of delay degradation analysis are shown in Fig. 7.
This is the most illustrative form of aging analysis
representation, but it is inadequate for circuits with large
number of output terminals. These graphs represent four
types of delay increase in ns: rising transition delay
degradation at the output J (circuit in Fig. 3) – first raw of
bars, falling transition delay degradation at the output J –
second raw of bars, rising transition delay degradation at the
output K – third raw of bars, and falling transition delay
degradation at the output K – fourth raw of bars.
Using the obtained results, and considering particular
delay tolerances specification, the circuit wear-out phase can
be estimated. Similar analyses were performed for other
ISCAS’89 benchmark circuits. Results of these analysis are
organized in Table I. Columns in this table represent the
following data: circuit name, number of signals in the
circuit, number of circuit inputs/outputs, number of gates in
the circuit, maximal topological level, initial delays for the
falling (Dfmx) and the rising (Drmx) transition of the longest
paths for each circuit in ns, delay degradation Δ of the
longest paths falling and rising transitions in ns after 5, and
after 10 years of circuit exploitation, respectively.
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Figure 7. Delay degradations along two paths for two signal transitions for
10 years of C17 exploitation

The switching rate of the gate has a large influence on the
delay degradation results. This is analysed for the C432
circuit, and these comparative results are illustrated in Fig.
8. Here, the gates’ activity rate α is set to 1 (active 100%),
and 0.8 (active 80%), respectively. Delay degradations for
α=1 activity are denoted with a prime (’), while those for
α=0.8, are denoted with a secundum (‘‘). Results are
available for 5 and 10 years of circuit exploitation. The
introduced simplifications that enable exploitation of the
gates’ activities bring a certain inaccuracy in the gate delay
degradation model [3], but the aim in this study was to find
the way to utilize this information within the proposed
procedure.
Table II gives the simulation run times for ISCAS’89
benchmark set. These results show aging aware delay
degradation analysis durations, achieved on Intel Xeon
processor at 3.5GHz, with 32 GB RAM.

Figure 8. The influence of gates activity to delay degradation along all
paths in C432 benchmark circuit

The efficiency of the proposed methodology has been
compared with the Monte-Carlo analysis accommodated for
the VHDL simulator. The simulation run times for both
approaches were selected as the figure of merit for
comparison. It should be emphasized that in order to
determine largest delay degradation with a standard MonteCarlo loop, one needs to perform repeated simulations for
all possible input combinations, representing every year of
circuit exploitation (only 100 Monte-Carlo loop runs were
performed in this case, which is far from all possible input
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Circ.
name
c17
c432
c499
c880
c1355
c2670
c3540
c5315
c6288
c7552
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TABLE I. DELAY DEGRADATIONS OF LONGEST PATHS FOR ISCAS’89 BENCHMARK CIRCUITS
Δrmx [ns]
Δfmx [ns]
Nr. of
Nr. of
Topol.
Dfmx [ns] Drmx [ns] Δfmx [ns]
Nr. of
0 y’s
0 y’s
5 y’s
5 y’s
10 y’s
inputs/
gates
level
signals
outputs
11
5/2
6
3
2.95
3.05
0.103
0.107
0.103
196
36/7
160
17
16.95
17.05
0.593
0.597
0.678
243
41/32
202
11
11.35
11.45
0.397
0.401
0.454
443
60/26
383
24
24.00
24.20
0.84
0.847
0.96
587
41/32
546
24
24.10
23.90
0.843
0.836
0.964
1426
233/140
1193
32
32.30
32.40
1.130
1.134
1.292
1719
50/22
1669
47
47.55
47.75
1.664
1.671
1.902
2485
178/123
2307
49
49.35
48.65
1.727
1.703
1.974
2448
32/32
2416
124
124.00
124.00
4.340
4.340
4.960
3719
207/108
3512
43
42.95
43.05
1.503
1.507
1.718

vector combinations). Instead, one run of the proposed
methodology covers all possible delay degradation
transitions.
Obtained delay degradations for each path in the circuit
can be used for a circuit lifetime assessment. When aged
circuit exceeds the lowest speed limitation, one can
conclude that the wear-out region of the circuit is reached.
The result of the methodology presented here is the year
when this situation appears. It should be emphasized that
only the speed of the circuits i.e. timing variations are
analyzed here as the cause of circuit aging. The probability
of their occurrence is very high, but they are not the only
cause of circuit ware-out. During their manufacturing and
exploitation, other catastrophic faults appear in a great
extent (stuck-at faults, short or open circuits), but they were
not the subject of this research.
The suggested methodology enables the evaluation of
circuit behavior during ages of exploitation in the early
design stages by avoiding the use of expensive and timeconsuming software, instrumentation, sensors, devices and
methods for this purpose, as well as early detection of
design solution that do not satisfy the required aging
robustness.
The research conducted and explained in this paper is
limited to large combinational circuits. Nevertheless, they
represent only one class of logic circuits. It is possible and
very useful for the designers to extend this methodology to
other classes of logic gates. Asynchronous and synchronous
circuits cover a wide range of digital circuits’ applications.
Lower power consumption is the key advantage of the
asynchronous circuits over the synchronous ones. It would
not take much effort to model the delay degradation caused
by aging of asynchronous elements in the way similar to the
one exploited in combinational gates delay modeling. The
same conclusions could be drawn for basic sequential
circuits such as flip-flops. When instantiating such elements
in a larger sequential circuit, it does not make sense to
estimate delay or delay degradation of the entire circuit,
since the events at the output of flip-flops are determined
only by the appropriate edge of the clock signal.
Alternatively, embedded sequential elements allow the
application of the suggested methodology, since they must
satisfy the expected timing limitations. The signal at the
output of the sequential element must be ready and stable
before the appearance of the next clock impulse. When flipflops become aged, this may not be the case.
Another problem that further needs to be studied is the
existence of the false paths in digital circuits. The proposed

Δrmx [ns]
10 y’s
0.118
0.682
0.458
0.968
0.956
1.296
1.910
1.946
4.960
1.722

methodology does not take into consideration the possibility
of the false path presence in a circuit. Because of that the
methodology could produce some pessimistic result of aging
caused delay degradation analysis of combinational digital
circuit. This is particularly problematic when long false
paths are present in the circuit. As an idea for further
research and improvement of the described methodology,
one can see the development of some procedure that uses a
standard logic simulator and is able to efficiently eliminate
false paths in the combinational circuit.
TABLE II. SIMULATION RUN TIMES FOR DIFFERENT APPROACHES
(PERIOD OF 10 YEARS)
100 runs of
Aging aware delay
Monte-Carlo
degradation analysis
Circuit
simulation [s]
[s]/number of input
combinations
5
c17
0.1 / 2
0.8
c432
0.1 / 236
0.8
c499
0.1 / 241
0.8
c880
0.1 / 260
0.8
c1355
0.3 / 241
2.7
c2670
0.6 / 2233
3.1
c3540
1.2 / 250
3.4
c5315
1.6 / 2178
4.7
c6288
6.9 / 232
7.8
c7552
4.1 / 2207
6.2

VI. CONCLUSION
A VHDL-based aging-aware static timing analysis engine
has been proposed in this paper. The presented methodology
extracts delay variations of all paths in a digital circuit
induced by aging effects in a very efficient way with a
single run of a logic simulator, and without any stimuli. The
specific aging-aware delay modelling of a single gate is
incorporated using approximations from different studies.
This gate delay information is exploited by a VHDL-based
static timing analyzer in order to estimate the timing
degradation of a particular digital system described at a gate
level. The obtained delay degradations for each path in the
circuit can be used for a circuit lifetime assessment,
similarly to a yield calculation. This methodology is
applicable in the early design stage, using a standard logic
simulator. It also enables an early detection of design
solutions that do not satisfy the required aging robustness
and avoids the use of slow Pspice simulator, expensive and
time-consuming commercial software, instrumentation,
sensors, devices and methods for this purpose. Further
improvement of the methodology implies the utilization of
some statistical techniques in the analysis of the delay
degradations along paths of a combinational digital circuit.
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